Senior Staff Specialist Product Owner Academy
Webpage (f/m/div)*
Job description

At a glance
Location:
Job ID:

349227

Start date:

as soon as possible

As a Product Owner Academy Webpage, you will be in charge of implementing a userfriendly learning page on infineon.com for learnings in different formats. In this role,
you will be part of a dynamic and international team that is at the very forefront of agile
work at Infineon.

Entry level: 5+ years

In your new role you will:

Apply to this position online by following the
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search:

Type:

Full time

Contract:

Permanent

Act as central product owner for future Academy Web on infineon.com in close
collaboration with IT, content and tools owner
Be responsible for stakeholder management in order to understand business
goals and market opportunities

Job ID:

349227

www.infineon.com/jobs

Interact with users to understand customer needs and convert them into
possible solutions
Lead ideation, prototyping, customer validation

Contact

Manage, refine and prioritize Academy Web product backlog
Be responsible for launching Academy Web
Measure performance and ensure success of product

Profile
In this role communication is key. With your diplomatic finesse and inspiring attitude,
you can not only win over colleagues, but also customers and stakeholders.
Furthermore, you anticipate future needs of web users and actively engage with them
on these needs. Furthermore, you actively look for the ideal solution and engage in
professional debates with the relevant people, instead of accepting rash compromises.
You are best equipped for this task if you have:
A degree in Business Studies, Computer Science, Educational or Social Sciences
At least 5+ years of professional experience as web manager or product owner
web
A proven track record of successfully developing and implementing web product
Experience with large scale organizations with multiple counterparts like
divisions, central functions and IT; as well as agile methodology knowledge
A strong data-driven approach to problem-solving
Knowledge in the areas of learning, education or personnel development as well
as pro gramming knowledge / HTML & JS skills or database know-how are a plus
Excellent English skills, fluent German skills would be a plus

Bari Guritno
Talent Attraction Manager

Excellent English skills, fluent German skills would be a plus

Why Us
Part of your life. Part of tomorrow.
Infineon is a world leader in semiconductor solutions that make life easier, safer, and
greener. Our solutions for efficient energy management, smart mobility, and secure,
seamless communications link the real and the digital world.

* The term gender in the sense of the General Equal Treatment Act (GETA) or other
national legislation refers to the biological assignment to a gender group. At Infineon
we are proud to embrace (gender) diversity, including female, male and diverse.

